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Unofficial results
Number of positions to elect is 1.

Tabulation status: All Positions Filled
Tabulation time: 8/10/2022 12:55:05 PM

Tabulation Options
RCV method IRV
Exclude unresolved write-ins True
Declare winners by threshold False
Uses precincts True
Previous rounds evaluation method None
Elimination type Single
Fixed precision decimals 0
Perform elimination transfer in last round True
Skip overvoted rankings False
Votes to include in threshold calculation Continuing ballots per round
Use first round suspension False
Handling skip rankings Exhausted on Two or More Ranks Skipped
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RCV method: The ranked choice voting method used in Alaska is also known as IRV,
meaning Instant Runoff Voting.

Exclude unresolved write-ins: The rankings for individual write-in candidates will only
be considered if all of the write-in candidates collectively come in first or a close
second in the first round of tabulation. If this happens, the division will “resolve” the
write-in candidates and treat them individually in the tabulation. Until then, the write-in
candidates will be unresolved and rankings for them will be excluded, meaning they
will not be considered. However, a ranking for a write-in will not be considered a blank
or skipped ranking, and an overvote involving a write-in candidate will still be
considered an overvote.

Declare winners by threshold: Alaska law requires tabulation to continue until two
candidates remain, unless a candidate achieves a majority in the first round. Even
though a candidate that crosses the threshold by achieving a majority in a subsequent
round will still win in the end, tabulation will continue until two candidates remain.

Uses precincts: The division will provide results for each precinct as though the
ranked-choice tabulation were conducted for that precinct only. These results are just
for informational purposes and have no bearing on the overall results.

Previous rounds evaluation method: This option is not relevant in Alaska. It would
allow the system to remember tie breaking decisions and repeats them if the exact tie
happens again in subsequent tabulation. Ties are instead resolved by lot if necessary,
according to Alaska law.

Elimination type: The division will eliminate one candidate per round, the candidate
with the least votes.

Fixed precision decimals: This option is not relevant in Alaska. It is only relevant for
Single Transferable Vote and Points IRV methods, where votes and points are
expressed in fractions. Each Alaska voter will cast one vote, which counts as one vote.

Perform elimination transfer in last round: This option is also
not relevant in Alaska. It is only relevant for Single Transferable
Vote and Point IRV methods.

Skip overvoted rankings: An overvote occurs when a voter
gives multiple candidates the same ranking. Under Alaska law, an
overvote and all lower rankings do not count. Thus, overvotes
will not be skipped, but will invalidate subsequent rankings.

Votes to include in threshold calculation: Even though the
winner in a second or later round will not be determined by a
threshold calculation, the results will still display the number of
“Continuing Ballots Per Round.” This means that inactive ballots,
also called exhausted ballots, will be excluded from the
tabulation once they become inactive. Ballots become inactive
when there are no more rankings, an overvote, or a double skip.
Inactive ballots will still count as votes for eliminated candidates.

Use First Round Suspension: This option is not relevant in
Alaska. It would add an initial round of tabulation, which is not
necessary.

Handling skip rankings: Ballots will become inactive, also called
exhausted, if there are two or more skipped rankings in a row.
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State of Alaska
Round 1
Candidate Votes Percentage
Wheeler / Pratt 13 38.24%
Rivera / Storm 7 20.59%
Jones / Pine 5 14.71%
Davis / Fredricksen 9 26.47%

Continuing Ballots Total 34
Blanks 2
Exhausted 0
Overvotes 1
Remainder Points 0

Non Transferable Total 3

Jones / Pine is eliminated because the candidate had the least amount of votes.

Elimination transfer for candidate Jones / Pine.
5 ballots have been transferred in the following manner:
Transferred from Transferred to Ballots Votes
Jones / Pine Wheeler / Pratt 1 1
Jones / Pine Rivera / Storm 1 1
Jones / Pine Davis / Fredricksen 3 3

Round 2
Candidate Votes Percentage
Wheeler / Pratt 14 41.18%
Rivera / Storm 8 23.53%
Jones / Pine 0 0.00%
Davis / Fredricksen 12 35.29%

Continuing Ballots Total 34
Blanks 2
Exhausted 0
Overvotes 1
Remainder Points 0

Non Transferable Total 3

Rivera / Storm is eliminated because the candidate had the least amount of votes.

Elimination transfer for candidate Rivera / Storm.
8 ballots have been transferred in the following manner:
Transferred from Transferred to Ballots Votes
Rivera / Storm Wheeler / Pratt 4 4
Rivera / Storm Davis / Fredricksen 4 4
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Blanks: Ballots where there are no candidate rankings or the first two rankings are skipped.

Exhausted: Alaska law refers to these ballots as inactive. An inactive ballot is one that is no
longer tabulated because it does not rank any continuing candidate, contains an overvote at the
highest continuing ranking, or contains two or more sequential skipped rankings before its
highest continuing ranking.

Overvotes: Ballots where a voter has assigned the same ranking to more than one candidate.

Remainder Points: This is not applicable to Alaska. It is used with only with a modified form of
IRV where ranked choice voting results are evaluated on a district per district basis and each
district has a set number of points.



Round 3
Candidate Votes Percentage
Wheeler / Pratt 18 52.94%
Rivera / Storm 0 0.00%
Jones / Pine 0 0.00%
Davis / Fredricksen 16 47.06%

Continuing Ballots Total 34
Blanks 2
Exhausted 0
Overvotes 1
Remainder Points 0

Non Transferable Total 3

Wheeler / Pratt is elected because all other candidates have been eliminated.
Davis / Fredricksen is eliminated because the candidate was not elected in the last 
round.
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